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Port Reception Facility Challenges for 
Shipping 

Overall Obstacles faced by the shipping industry globally:

Language difficulties, both verbal and written

Various sizes of containers, waste volumes and units of measure (U.S. and elsewhere)

Failure to show up and provide needed service

Regional governance and varying national interpretations (EU PRF Directive) 

Despite government certificates, shipping companies are forced to vet vendors
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Port Reception Facility Challenges for 
Shipping 

Strict interpretation of EU PRF Directive in some ports does not take account of ship 
itineraries that provide adequate facilities for waste to be disposed of and in many cases 
recycled  
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Port Reception Facility Challenges for 
Shipping 

Often forced to offload waste in ports where there is poor local infrastructure and high 
costs because the ship is either calling at a non-EU port or a tender port as its next port 

Also, the requirement to 'deliver all the waste carried onboard' before the ship leaves port 
is challenging.  As soon as waste is delivered waste continues to accumulate

Further it does not take account of waste that can be treated onboard  

Have received requests in the past to land all bilge water even after it has been processed 
and held in a clean bilge water tank

Some ports have no facilities for bilge water yet others require ships to land it even though 
it can, and sometimes already has been treated 

There is  a need for a clear and common derogation for vessels that have sufficient storage 
space to deliver waste at future scheduled ports 
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Port Reception Facility Challenges for 
Shipping 

Another challenge that shipping faces is the concept of “regional provision” in places such 
as the South Pacific and Caribbean

Regional provision would consider, for example, provision of oily sludge reception facilities 
on one island being a suitable provision for the entire region

In practice this is unhelpful if there is no available transport between islands in this type of 
agreement or the ships never call on the port that can provide the services

If the few ports that are able to receive wastes are “tender” or anchorage ports, it adds 
significant operational complexities to offloading

Companies may be reluctant to land waste in a port where waste handling and recycling 
infrastructure is limited  (Remember previous picture) 
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Port Reception Facility Challenges for 
Shipping 

Real World Scenario:

Seven (7) night cruise

4,000 total persons onboard

One incinerator, many ports prohibit in port use

4 -5  port days

Only limited recyclables able to be offloaded, waste can only be landed in homeport (U.S.)

Limited storage space onboard
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Port Reception Facility Challenges for 
Shipping 

Summary: 

Regional governance can lead to market distortions

Regional PRF alliances may not meet the needs of the ships that call on their ports if inter-
island transport services are lacking or some ship segments do not call on the relevant 
ports.

Infrastructure needs to support robust waste management and recycling are sometimes 
lacking in small island states

Lack of sustainable port reception facilities can have real operational, safety and public 
health impacts throughout the industry
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